NASCAR Pop-Up Book: A Guide To The Sport (NASCAR Library Collection (Gibbs Smith)) by Sally Blakemore

Nascar Review

With more than 25 pop-ups, pull tabs, and moveable parts, as well as 75 full-color illustrations and a 12-second sound chip, NASCAR Pop-Up is THE ultimate interactive guide to the sport.

My Personal Review:
Note from the designer---

I have found that the atmosphere from the tropical printing and assembly plant in China is locked inside the shrink wrap. The month on the ocean and the tropical air hold the moisture inside the paper and the electronics. Once the shrink wrap is removed, the book breathes and the released moisture that is trapped inside the paper and electronics will evaporate and clear all the wiring inside the back cover.

When you open your book, let it "air out" as you read it and the sound chip will activate by removing the tab quickly in the light. One of my copies had to air out for a day before the chip triggered. Once the moist air is released all should be fine. Enjoy the book while you wait for the sound to catch up!
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